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ABSTRACT 
An equality due to Ostrowski and Taussky compares the determinant of a matrix 
A with that of its Hermitian part (A + A*)/2, under certain conditions. A converse is 
now found for this inequality. 
Let 2 be an arbitrary square matrix over the complex field, and separate 2 
into Hermitian components: 
2 = X + iY, 
(* denotes the conjugate transpose.) The determinantal inequality of 
Ostrowski and Taussky [l, p. 161 asserts that, if X is positive semidefinite, 
then 
JdetZI>detX. 
This is a natural analogue of the fact that a complex scalar 2 = x + iy with 
x 3 0 certainly satisfies 
Of course, the nonnegativity of the scalar r = Re z is inessential, and we 
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generally have 
The matrix analogue that would correspond to (1) is 
@et 212 jdet XI. (2) 
If (2) is valid, we shall call it the O&row&i-Taussky determinantal inequality. 
It is, however, not always valid, a counterexample being 
However, a sufficient condition for the validity of (2) was found in [3]: 
CONDITION 1. The Ostrowski-Taussky cleteIminunta1 inequality (2) is 
valid if the polynomial det( X - AY) in indeteminute A is either 
(i) the zero polyrwmial, or 
(ii) nonzero, but with only red roots. 
This sufficient condition covers the X semidefinite case and therefore the 
scalar case also. [If the matrices are n x n and det( X - XY) is nonzero but of 
degree less than n, infinity is regarded as a real root of appropriate multiplic- 
ity.] 
For the scalar case, not only is it true that I z I 2 1 x I, it also is true that if we 
rotate axes to any orthonormal basis for the complex plane C, and let z have 
coordinates (u, v) in this basis, then 
Furthermore, there is an orthonormal basis for which lzl = u, namely, take the 
positive u axis in the direction Oz. 
In the matrix case, the decomposition of matrix Z may be presented as a 
pair U, V of matrices, U having the u coordinate of each entry of Z, and V the 
v coordinate. And now, in analogy with the scalar case, we may ask whether 
the O&row&i-Taussky determinantal inequality holds in u, v coordinates: 
pet Zl> jdet V(. (3) 
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But, of course, this may be false. However, if Condition 1 holds in x, y 
coordinates, it will also hold in u, u coordinates (real roots becoming roots on 
the u axis), and thus (3) will be valid. Motivated by this fact, we shall say that 
the Ostrowski-Taussky detenninuntal inequality holds unifmly for Z if (3) 
is valid for euey odwnmmul u, u coordinate system in the complex plane. 
And so, if R denotes the real axis in the complex plane, we have this theorem: 
THEOREM. The Ostrowski-Taussky determinantal inequality howls uni- 
fnmly for any matrix Z = X + iY, X = X*, Y = Y*, for which the polynomial 
det( X - XY) is identically zero or has roots only in R. 
A natural question now is: Can the region 89 in this theorem be made 
strictly larger than the real axis? The answer is “no;” and this is our converse 
to the O&row&i-Taussky determinantal inequality: 
THEOREM 1. If region R contains the real axis, and if the above theorem 
hola2forW,thenWisthereulaxis. 
Proof. We use the canonical forms available from matrix pencil theory 
[2]. If X and Y are Hermitian matrices, and h an indeterminate, a nonsingular 
matrix M exists such that M(X - hY )M* is a direct sum of the following four 
types of blocks. For notational convenience, let 
0 0 0 *** 0 0 x 
0 0 0 *** 0 * Y 
P(x,y)= 0 0 0 *** x Y 0, o’ . ;. . ;. . : : *. . .. . .d. .d 
_x y 0 *** 0 0 0 
M(x, Y) = 
z 0 0 *** 0 0 0 
y x 0 *** 0 0 0 
0 y x *a- 0 0 0 
o. . b’ . & . :;*. . .d. .; . .; 
0 0 0 -** 0 0 Y 
Then the four types of blocks are: 
I. &P(a- X,1) with &=fl and cyreal; 
II. &P(l, -A) with &=+l; 
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III. 
IV. 
0 P(P- Ll) p(B- W) 0 1 with /3 not real; 
0 M(I, A) 
M(l,h)r I 0 ’ 
(r denotes transpose.) 
The type I block is e x e and belongs to a signed elementary divisor 
E((~-~X)eofX-~Ywith(~finiteandreal.TbetypeIIblockisalsoe~e,and 
belongs to a signed elementary divisor E((Y - Xy of X - XY with (Y infinite. 
The type III block is 2e x 2e and belongs to a pair (/3 - X)e, (p- X)e of 
complex conjugate elementary divisors of X - XY. The upper left 0 in the 
type IV block is (e + lksquare, and the lower right 0 is e-square, the full block 
belonging to a row minimal index of degree e and a column minimal index of 
degree e. 
Observe that the validity of the inequality (det Z( > (det X 1 is preserved 
under a conjunctive transformation Z --, MZM*, X + MXM*, Y * MYM*. 
Thus the canonical forms from pencil theory permit the study of the 
Ostrowski-Taussky inequality with X and Y in block diagonal form. With 
Z = X + iY, the numbers (Y, 00, and /3 in these blocks are the roots of the 
polynomial det(X - XY ), and this polynomial is the identically zero poly- 
nomial only if one or more type IV blocks occur. 
Let eiW, ieio be an arbitrary orthonormal coordinate axis pair in the 
complex plane (w is real). Then if z = x + iy, the coordinates (u, u) of 2 
relative to these axes are 
(u,u)=(coswx+sinwy, -sinwx+coswy). 
The decomposition of Z into constituents along these axes is 
where 
Z = eiWU + ie’“V, 
u= cosox +sinwY, V= - sinwX+coswY. 
A simultaneous conjunctivity of X and Y by M plainly induces a simultaneous 
conjunctivity of U and V, also by M. In Z and U, the moduli of the 
determinants of the blocks arising from the four types are then: 
I: for Z, Icr + ii”; for U, 1~~~0s w +sinwJe; 
II: for Z, 1; for U, (cos~(~; 
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III: for 2, I(/3 + i)(fi+ i)l”; for U, ((pcos w +sinw)(~cos 0 +sinw)Je; 
IV: for 2, 0; for U, 0. 
It is evident that if a type IV block is present [and this happens only when 
det(X - XY) is the zero polynomial], then det 2 = det U = 0. Henceforth, 
assume that no type IV block is present. 
We now ask this question: if 2, is a typical block in 2, and U, the 
corresponding block in U, when is 
for all w? If (4) is valid for all w and certain block types B, the Ostrowski- 
Taussky inequality will hold uniformly for 2 having just these block types. 
And if (4) fails or some w and a block type B, then Ostrowski-Taussky cannot 
hold uniformly for a matrix Z comprising a single block of this type. 
For type I, (4) amounts to a2 + 13 (cocos w + sin w)~, and this is valid for 
all w, with equality only when cot w = a. For type II, (4) is evidently valid, 
with equality only when lcos WI = 1, i.e., cot o = co = (Y. For type III, the 
condition (4) is just 
(/PI2 - 1)2+4(Rea)2 2 [(l@12 - 1)cos2u +1+2Re/3coswsino]2. (5) 
Most of the rest of the proof of Theorem 1 examines (5) for all w. 
It is a straightforward observation to see that the extrema of 
as w varies and a, b are fixed, are 
With a = Ipi2 - 1 and b = 2Re& the quantity under the square on the right 
hand side of (5) is nonnegative at both extrema, and thus the maximum of this 
right hand side of (5) is 
[+(lfij2 +l)+$[(IP12 - 1)2+4(R4)2]1’2]2m (6) 
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So we now ask: for what values of nonreal /3 is 
@I2 - 1)2+4(Rej3)2 z Equation (6)? 
It helps to bring in polar coordinates. Put /3 = reiB, r > 0, S real. 
amounts to 
Squa+g (8), simplifying, canceling r2sin26 (permissible 
real), and then rearranging, we get 
Hence 
(r2 + 1)” < jr2sin2S. 
(r2+1)2-6r2sin26g -$r2sin26<0, 
contradicting (8). Thus (7) cannot hold for nonreal j?. 
because j3 is not 
(7) 
Then (7) 
(8) 
Now let W be a region such that the Ostrowski-Taussky inequality (3) 
holds uniformly for any matrix 2 with roots in W . Let j3 belong to W, with /3 
not real, and take this matrix 2: 
zjBti y]. 
By the above calculation there is an angle o such that in the coordinate 
system with axes e“‘,&‘, the Ostrowski-Taussky inequality fails for this Z. 
Consequently W cannot have nonreal numbers. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. ??
Next, we study cases of equality. Suppose that Z has det( X - XY) zero or 
possessing only real roots. Then the Ostrowski-Taussky inequality holds 
uniformly, and we ask: Is there a coordinate system for which it becomes 
equality? Let the coordinates U, o be based upon e’@, ieiw. Only type I, II, or 
IV blocks occur in Z, and if type IV is present the Ostrowski-Taussky 
inequality is 0 > 0 in every coordinate system. Suppose that no type IV block 
is present. Then the blocks in Z are nonsingular, and equality in (3) requires 
equality at every block; hence it requires cot w = a for each real root a, finite 
or infinite. Thus the roots are all the same, implying the the n X n determi- 
nant det(X - AY) has all 12 roots equal to a. 
A DETERMINANTAL INEQUALITY 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) If det(X - XY) is the zero polynomial, equality holds in the 
Ostrowski-Taussky determinantal inequality fm Z = X + iY in every ortho 
normal coordinate system of C. 
(ii) Zf the n X n determinant det(X - hY) is rwnzero and has only real 
roots, equality holds in the Ostrowski-Taussky determinantal inequulity in 
some orthorwrmal coordinate system of C precisely when its n roots are all the 
same. 
Support for this research was provid.ed in part by U.S. Air Force Grant 
79-0127. 
Theorem 6 of [3], attributed to Ky Fan, should also have been attributed 
to C. R. Johnson (independently). 
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